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Hardware concepts 



Main Bay 



Testhead 
 Top view (DUT side) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

40 slots available 
 

 Bottom view 
 



Testhead architecture 

 Testhead must contains the THIF instrument in slot0. 
 Any instrument (digital/analog/DC) can send synchronizing events 

to any other module.  
 400MHz distributed clock 

 



Fixturing 



Fixturing (2) 
 For design validation or characterization (few parts): 

 the dies can be directly bonded on a PCB (carrier)  

 For production test (many parts): 
 only packaged devices can be tested 
 need a test socket. 

 In any case a custom (but simple PCB) has to be designed. 
 All CERN CAD files are in available as Cadence Allegro 

format. 



Digital tests 
Functional 
Force DUT inputs, capture the outputs, compare to what is expected and flag the 
differences :  
 As end-user application 
 Structural testing  

 check of every single element in the device. 
 dedicated to production for maximum test coverage. 
 need to be taken into account in the ASIC design.  

Parametric 
Measure a physical value and check if it’s within expected range. 
 DC parametric : I/V measurements on any DUT pins (power consumption, open/short, 

IddQ). 
 AC parametric : dynamic, time dependent characteristics (setup/hold time, ADC,DAC, 

period…) 
 
 



Mixed-signal tests 
 Arbitrary waveform generation, DSP libraries for analysis 
 Ready-made functions for ADC and DAC analysis. It 

provides directly INL, DNL, SINAD, SFDR, ENOB, SNR 
parameters... 

 
 



Instruments @ CERN 
 1 x DPS-6A : 8 independents 6A programmable power supplies 
 5x D-2064A : 64 I/O @200MBps or 32 I/O @400MBps 
 1 x D-4064A : 64 I/O @400MBps or 32 I/O @800MBps 
 1x QBIX: 4 modules with high resolution/speed ADCs /DACs 
 Each instrument has a PMU (I/V source or measure  on any pin). 
 Each instrument has a TMU (timing  measurement on any pin). 
 D-2064 and D-4064 are the same hardware, selection is based on a 

token license. 
 

 



Analog Instrument (1) 



Analog Instrument (2) 



Digital Instruments 
 The test period ranges from 5ns to 5us with a resolution <20ps.  
 Data rates : 1=200 MBps, 2=400 MBps, 4=800MBps  
 Each I/O accepts from -1V to +5V and can source or sink +/-40mA.   
 1 HV pin per instrument for flash programming: 

 -2.5V to +13V @100mA max 
 APG (Algorithm Pattern Generator) for memory testing  



Digital Pin concept 
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Digital Pin Electronic (PE) 

VClampHi

VClampLo

VIH

VIL

IOH

IOL

LOADVREF

VOH

VOL

TermVRef

DRIVE Lo/Hi/Z

COMPARE L/H

TO PMU/TMU

LoadVRef and TermVRef are mutually exclusive. 
Specifying TermVRef automatically sets IOH=IOL=0.

 Tri-stateable driver 
 50 Ohms Vt mode 
 Dual window (VOH/VOL) 

comparators 
 Programmable load 
 Levels per pin 
 PMU per pin (PMUPP) 



Tester test cycle 
 Test Cycle 

 Also called test period, it’s the time for one hardware period. All the pins of a given 
instrument share the same test period, one instrument can have 16 different periods. 

  T0 
 Start of the Test cycle. 

 Event 
 An action on DUT inputs or outputs relative to the T0 marker.  

 Sequence 
 A list of events associated to a signals or signals groups list.  

 Timing Set  
 A data structure that defines a test cycle. A timing set includes one period and one 

sequence (waveform) per signals name. 



Test cycle examples 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Previous state from T0 to 3ns 
 Drive the DUT pin with pattern data 

from 3ns to 8ns 
 Driver in Z from 8ns 
 Test DUT response  at 9ns and 

compare with pattern data 
 
 
 

 The timing set can be changed on 
the fly. 

 
 
 



Data rate limitation 
 
 
 
 

Instrument Mode Max events Per 
5 ns Cycle 

Max STIL Per-Signal 
DataBitCount (Fdata) 

Max I/O 
Signals 

D-2064 200Mbps 1 1 64 I/O 

400Mbps 2 2 32 I/O 

D-4064 400Mbps 4 2 64 I/O 

800Mbps 4 4 32 I/O 



Software concepts 

 STIL is Standard Interface 
Test Language. Based on 
IEEE-1450-1999 

 High level User Interface 
can be developed in JAVA, 
C++, Python 

Test system server 
(ORION)  

Control Tool 

TCP/IP 

STIL XML 
definitions 

Test templates 
(JAVA) 

XPRESS 

High-level 
custom 
control 

Pattern 
Compiler 

Template 
Compiler 



STIL definitions 
 Test vector : a set of bits to be applied and expected from 

the DUT during a Test period. 
 Pattern : list of Test vectors 
 Pattern Burst : list of one or several chained Patterns 
 Pattern Exec : PatternBurst with an associated Timing 
  Timing : describe the DUT pins behavior during the Test 

Period (Z,X,Drive 0/1, Compare) 
 Triggers : Events placed in the pattern to synchronize all 

the instruments together. 
 



STIL file example 1/3 
STIL 1.0; 
// ------------------------------------------------ 
UserKeywords  SappTriggerDef  SappGenerateTrigger;  //For dynamic DPS measurements 
SappTriggerDef {DPSStart } 
// ------------------------------------------------ 
Signals { 
 a      In; 
 b In; 
 c In; 
 q Out; 
 }  
SignalGroups { 
  InputSignals = 'a+b+c'; 
  OutputSignals = 'q'; 
  allPins = 'InputSignals + OutputSignals'; 
}  
PatternBurst "my_burst" { 
  PatList { "my_pattern"; } 
} 
PatternExec { 
  Timing "my_timing"; 
  PatternBurst "my_burst"; 
} 

Non IEEE1450 
keywords definition 

DUT signals 

SignalGroups  - not mandatory but useful 

PatternBurst – only one pattern here 



STIL file example 2/3 
Timing "my_timing" { 
  WaveformTable my_wt { 
    <per_clock_wt> Period '500ns'; 
    Waveforms { 
     a {  <a_1>    01 {  '0ns' D/U; }          } 
  b {   <b_1>    01 {  '0ns' D; '250ns' D/U; }          } 
  c {   <c_1>    01 {  '0ns' D/U; }          } 
  q {   <q_1> LHX { '400ns' L/H/X;  }          } 
    } // Waveforms 
  } // WaveformTable 
} // Timing 
 

Drive 0 or 1 according to 
the pattern 

Acquire then Compare with 
the mask in the pattern 

Tester clock period 



Pattern "my_pattern" { 
W my_wt; 
start: 
 V {a=0; b=0; c=0; q=H;}  
SappGenerateTrigger {DPSStart} 
 V {a=0; b=0; c=1; q=:L;} 
 V {a=0; b=1; c=0; q=H;} 
 V {a=0; b=1; c=1; q=L;} 
 V {a=1; b=0; c=0; q=L;} 
 V {a=1; b=0; c=1; q=L;} 
 V {a=1; b=1; c=0; q=H;} 
 V {a=1; b=1; c=1; q=H;} 
stop: 
 V {a=0; b=0; c=0; q=L;} 
} 

 

STIL file example 3/3 
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STIL Patterns brief 
 Must match with Namemap,Signals and Timing XML contents 
 Must be compiled using the Pattern Compiler and reloaded after each 

compilation. 
 Vectors data can be “lightly” modified directly in the instrument 

memory by scripting without editing the STIL. 
 STIL Timing Events Description 

D ForceDown 

U ForceUp 

Z ForceOff 

P ForcePrior - NOP 

L CompareLow 

H CompareHigh 

X CompareUnknow
n 

T CompareOff 

STIL Keywords Description 

SappGenerateTrigger 
 

Generate HW trigger on the 
instruments BUS 

Loop N Loop N times  a set of vectors 

MatchLoop Loop a vector until a condition 
match or an external trigger is 
received 

W  Timing set to use 

V Vector : DUT Data for a test 
period 

Macro Jump to a Macro (parameters 
passing allowed) 

Call  Call a procedure (parameters 
passing allowed) 



Time domains 
 If all instruments have the same test period, all DUT 

pins share the same time domain. 
 There can be only one time domain per instrument. 
 All instruments start and stop at the same time so if 

different time domains are used, it is important to 
ensure the same execution time for all domains : 
• Use triggers to wait for the slowest instruments. 
• Adjust patterns length  

 



 Signals : name and type of DUT pins 
 SignalGroups : group of signals to make global assignments 
 Namemap : DUT pins assignment on instruments channel 
 Equations : contains set of values and formulas 
 DCLevels : voltages for PE and power supplies 
 DCSequence : PowerUp / PowerDown sequence  
 PatternBurst : name of the compiled STIL file 
 Timing :  Waveforms description  
 Triggers :  Triggers signal on instruments bus 
 Test : contains the name of the Java test template and its test 

parameters : value and pointers to the blocks described above. 
 

Vital XML Blocks definitions 
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